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All figures in this report were created in ArcMap version 10.4 using digitized NOAA Nautical Charts or geo-referenced aerial
photographs provided by The Maine Office of GIS or Google Earth.
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Location: Spurwink River, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland County, Maine
Purpose: Experimental lease for the suspended culture of American/eastern oysters (Crassostrea
virginica)
General Characteristics
Maine Department of Marine Resources (MDMR) staff Jon Lewis, Marcy Nelson, and Flora Drury
visited the proposed lease site on May 22, 2018, gaining access to the area via the property of Philip
and Joan Jewett (Figure 2a). Staff arrived at 9:17 am and proceeded to make observations throughout
the late ebb stage to slack low water, leaving the area at approximately 1:00 pm.
The proposed lease occupies subtidal and intertidal waters in the Spurwink River. According to the
application, it appears the applicant’s intent was to locate the proposed lease in subtidal waters only.
However, at the time of the site assessment on May 22, 2018, MDMR staff noted areas of the
proposed lease that were exposed prior to and at low water (see below, “Depth”). A tidally exposed
sandbar, leading to salt marsh and the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge, dominates the
immediate uplands to the west of the proposed lease site. Residential properties are located beyond the
National Wildlife Refuge and to the south. Mixed forest, exposed ledge leading to grass, and a tidally
exposed sand beach characterize the neighboring eastern shore of the Spurwink River (Images 1-10).

Image 1: Western shore with corner 5 marker buoy in foreground (May 22, 2018 at 10:15 am).
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Image 2: Eastern shore and corner 6 marker buoy (May 22, 2018 at 10:17 am).

Image 3: Eastern shore, looking southeast towards corners 7 and 8 (May 22, 2018 at 10:36 am).
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Image 4: Facing south with corner markers 3, 7, and 8 visible (May 22, 2018 at 10:36 am).

Image 5: Eastern shore between corner markers 7 and 8 (May 22, 2018 at 10:45 am).
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Image 6: Facing northeast from corner 1 (May 22, 2018 at 10:49 am).

Image 7: Facing southwest from corner 1 (May 22, 2018 at 10:49 am).
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Image 8: Facing west with corner 2 in the foreground (May 22, 2018 at 10:52 am).

Image 9: Facing north towards corner 3 from corner 2 (May 22, 2018 at 10:53 am).
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Image 10: MDMR staff walking the edge of the western intertidal shoreline. Corner 4 marker
buoy can be seen in the intertidal (May 22, 2018 at 12:11 pm).
Depth
MDMR staff arrived at 9:17 am and observed the proposed lease through the remainder of the ebb
tide. On May 22, 2018, the predicted time of low water at Richmond Island, the nearest station and
located more than 2.3 miles (straight-line distance) to the southeast of the proposed lease, was 11:48
am.
Richmond Island, Maine2
(43.5450° N, 70.2383° W)
Date

Time

Height (ft.)

05/22/18

05:22 AM

9.85 H

05/22/18

11:48 AM

-0.20 L

05/22/18

06:13 PM

9.33 H

Slack low water within the proposed area of the Spurwink River, however, occurred at ~12:38 pm, a
50-minute delay. Tidal stations are used only as estimates of tidal height and cannot account for the
physical characteristics of distant areas that may affect water flow. Due to limitations in the accuracy
of tidal predictions and depth calculations for the Spurwink River, MDMR staff observed the
proposed lease area through the falling tide, walking the boundaries and collecting depth

2

http://tbone.biol.sc.edu/tide/tideshow.cgi
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measurements (Table 1). During the ~40 minutes prior to observed slack low water, MDMR staff also
mapped the edge of the intertidal zone along the western shoreline (Figure 2b).
Water depths throughout the duration of the Department’s site assessment (mid- to low tide) were less
than 3.5 feet. The area of the proposed lease bounded by corners 3-8 remained subtidal throughout the
falling tide. Approximately 2 hours prior to observed slack low water, corner 1 occupied the sandy
intertidal (Table 1, Figure 2b, Images 6 and 7). The area of the proposed lease bounded by corners 2
and 3 crossed tidally exposed sandbars more than 1 hour and 30 minutes prior to low water (Table 1,
Images 8 and 9).
Table 1: Water depths collected throughout the proposed lease on May 22, 2018
Corner/Location
Corners 7 - 8
Corner 1
Corner 2
Corner 2
Center South
Corners 2 - 3
Corner 3
Just North of Corner 4
Corner 5 Buoy

Time of Collection
10:40 – 10:45 am
10:49 am
10:53 am
11:55 am
11:55 am
11:59 am -12:03 pm
12:04 pm
12:12 pm
12:15 pm

Depth (inches)
16-36
0
3
0
16
0-5
1.5
18
3

The applicants are proposing to cultivate American oysters in a combination of floating plastic mesh
bags (each measuring 27” W X 36” L X 4”H) and OysterGro® cages (each measuring 3’W X 4.5’L X
2’H). A maximum of 4,000 cages and/or bags would be strung together in up to 7 parallel rows.3 At
mid to low tidal stages, western and southern portions of the proposed lease site do not have the water
depth to support the flotation of OysterGro® cages.
Bottom Characteristics
MDMR staff members observed the bottom characteristics of the proposed lease site by walking and
kayaking. Bottom characteristics were categorized using the Coastal and Marine Ecological
Classification Standard (CMECS), a national standard for describing features of the marine
environment (Table 2). Sediment information was determined based on visual analysis; no sediment
samples were taken or grain size analysis performed. Sand, with occasional sections of exposed rock,
gravel, and/or shell hash compose the bottom of the proposed lease (Images 12-14).
Table 2: Bottom characteristics of proposed site
Substrate
Origin

Substrate Class

Substrate
Subclass

Substrate
Group

CMECS
Code

Co-Occurring
Element

Geologic
Substrate

Unconsolidated
Mineral
Substrate

Fine
Unconsolidated
Substrate

Sand

S1.2.2.2

Shell Hash
(S2.5.3)

3

Figure 4 of application, page 18
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Current
The tide was receding during the MDMR’s site assessment. A strong southwesterly current of several
knots, turning southeast around the bend near proposed corner 1, was noted. The applicants propose
moorings with a 2:1 scope which may prove to be inadequate for maintaining gear in straight lines
with clear and consistent spacing, considering the surface area of gear proposed and the observed
tidally driven currents in the area.
Position and Distances to Shore
On May 22, 2018, floating buoys inscribed with the words “SEA FARM” marked the corners of
the proposed lease. MDMR staff used the application coordinates and a hand-held GPS unit
(Garmin GPSMAP 78SC) to navigate to each corner of the proposed lease area and verify the
placement of corner markers. POSAID Positioning Software was used to verify the distances
and bearings between proposed lease corners. Distances to shore were determined using the
measuring tool in ArcMap 10.4, georeferenced digital orthophotography provided by Google
Earth, the application coordinates, and GPS points collected around low water on May 22, 2018.
Application Coordinates – 2.894 Acres (Figure 2a)
Corner

Latitude

Longitude

1

43.5679°N

70.2736°W

then 215.75 feet at 312.52o True to

2

43.5683°N

70.2742°W

then 331.76 feet at 39.73o True to

3

43.5690°N

70.2734°W

then 414.74 feet at 14.81o True to

4

43.5701°N

70.2730°W

then 332.15 feet at 28.60o True to

5

43.5709°N

70.2724°W

then 106.01 feet at 90.00 o True to

6

43.5709°N

70.2720°W

then 828.92 feet at 202.56 o True to

7

43.5688°N

70.2732°W

then 135.21 feet at 216.02 o True to

8

43.5685°N

70.2735°W

then 220.31 feet at 186.91 o True to Corner 1.

4
Applicant originally requested 2.77 acres. DMR calculations, based on the provided coordinates, indicate the area is 2.89
acres.
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Figure 2a: Proposed lease area using geo-referenced aerial photographs provided by The Maine
Office of GIS (GeoLibrary_6in_2012).

Several of the applicant’s marker buoys were misplaced in relation to the application coordinates
(Table 3, Figure 2b).
Table 3: Location of corner marker buoys in relation to corners described in the application
Corner
Buoy
1
4
5
6

Latitude

Longitude

Offset (ft.)

43.5681560°N
43.57017498°N
43.57094896°N
43.57094502°N

70.27376597°W
70.27308997°W
70.272463°W
70.27208003°W

103.17
36.28
24.45
26.81

Bearing (oT) to

Actual Corner
154.76
138.90
136.93
127.73

Approximate Distances to Shore (Figure 2b)
Western Boundary to Intertidal, West Shore of Spurwink River
Eastern Boundary to Intertidal, East Shore of Spurwink River
Corner 1 to East Shore of Spurwink River (MLW)
Corner 2 to West Shore of Spurwink River (MLW)
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Figure 2b: Proposed lease area in relation to intertidal mapping conducted on May 22, 2018. Georeferenced aerial photograph provided by Google Earth Pro (May 9, 2016) and imported into
ArcMap 10.4.

The criteria MDMR uses to determine the suitability of an experimental aquaculture
operation to an area (MDMR Regulations Chapter 2.64(7)) are discussed, with
respect to the proposal, below:
(1)

Riparian Ingress and Egress

The surrounding salt marsh and intertidal to the west of the proposed lease are predominantly
owned by the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge and therefore, are largely uninhabited
(Figure 4). The eastern shoreline immediately adjacent to the proposed lease is undeveloped.
Residential buildings are visible to the south, west, and north. Northerly and westerly properties
are separated from the proposed lease area by salt marsh. On May 22, 2018, the nearest observed
dock was more than 800 feet to the north of the proposed lease (straight-line distance, Image 11).
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Image 11: Facing south from Jewett property (Figure 2a). Intertidal flats and salt marsh lie
between the proposed lease area, to the south, and the two nearest docks
(May 22, 2018, 9:22 am).
The nearest dock to the south was a pier, with ramp haul-out, located on the eastern shoreline and
approximately 1,700 feet from the proposed lease. Several more residential properties, without
apparent docks, were observed on the point to the southwest of the proposed lease (Figure 2a,
Image 7).
MDMR staff observed moorings to the south, but none with which the proposed lease might
interfere. The location of the proposed lease does not directly obstruct riparian access to docks and
moorings.
(2)

Navigation

On May 22, 2018, around the time of predicted low tide, MDMR staff witnessed two kayakers
traveling south through the proposed lease area. The kayakers navigated the deeper channel
waters closer to the eastern shore of the river. Kayaks, canoes, and small outboard-powered boats
were also observed at several properties along the shoreline, indicating regular recreational
boating activity throughout the Spurwink River (Image 11). The Rachel Carson National
Wildlife Refuge maintains a hand-carry boat launch approximately 1 mile to the north of the
proposal.
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The proposed lease encompasses all navigable waters in that section of the Spurwink River for at
least 2 hours on either side of low water (Table 1, Figure 2b). Kayaks and other human powered
vessels with shallow paddle angles that can skim through less than 5 inches of water may be able
to travel to the west of the proposed lease at low water. Such vessels would have to be pulled or
carried over the tidally exposed sand bar between corners 2 and 3 (Image 9). Stand-up paddle
boards and canoes will encounter more difficulty due to the depth and angle of paddle placement.
Navigation to the east of the proposed lease, if granted, would be restricted at all tidal stages due
to hazards posed by exposed ledges near corner 8 (Figure 2b, Image 5). Taking into
consideration MDMR staff observations of 2 kayakers on May 22, 2018 and measured water
depths within the general area of the proposed lease, the preferred navigation route for boaters is
likely the deeper water along the eastern side of the channel.
The applicants propose to maintain a 10-foot navigation corridor through the site, if granted.
According to the application, the location of this navigation path would vary. Canoes, kayaks,
and paddle boards commonly exceed 10 feet in length. A 10-foot wide navigation corridor
between lines of bags and/or cages, coupled with strong tidally driven currents, will likely yield
scenarios in which vessel operators have inadequate maneuverability.
(3)

Fishing and Other Uses

No commercial or recreational fishing was observed near the proposed lease at the time of
MDMR’s site visit on May 22, 2018. Shellfish harvesting is, however, likely to occur in the
intertidal area surrounding the proposed lease. Soft-shell clam (Mya arenaria) and blue mussel
(Mytilus edulis) shells were prevalent throughout the proposed lease and surrounding intertidal.
Live European oysters (Ostrea edulis) and soft-shell clams were observed in the intertidal to the
east of corner 1. No other commercially fished species were observed in exploitable quantities
(Refer to Section 5: Existing System Support).
According to MDMR’s Biological Monitoring and Assessment Division, Recreational Fisheries
Program, recreational shoreline angling is known to occur from Higgins Beach through the
mouth of the Spurwink River (Figure 1). Average daytime activity ratings, from May through
October, range from 1-4 anglers at either end of the fishing season to 5-8 anglers at the peak of
the season. Other sites in the Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP) – a NOAA
Fisheries program – register include nearby private/rental boat and charter boat activity. 5
In a letter submitted to MDMR on January 19, 2018, Kate O’Brien, Acting Refuge Manager at
the Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge wrote,
"…The Refuge also manages hunting and fishing programs in select areas in the
Spurwink Division. Waterfowl, turkey and deer are all hunted according to State and
federal guidelines. The river is well known as a fantastic place to fish. Given the possible
intensity of this operation during the hunt season, we are concerned over possible
disturbance to our hunting and fishing public. The area is heavily used by sportsman,
fisherman and recreational boaters…”.
On May 22, 2018, MDMR staff witnessed spent cartridges along the western shoreline,
providing evidence of hunting in this area of the Spurwink River.
5

Email from Clarisse Brown, MDMR Recreational Saltwater Fisheries Program, to Marcy Nelson (June 14, 2018)
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Recreational angling from shore and by boat will remain unhindered to the north and south of the
proposed lease. Traveling through or fishing within the boundaries of the proposed lease,
however, will be constrained to the proposed 10-foot wide navigation path or outside the
boundaries of the proposed lease at high tidal stages.
(4)

Other Aquaculture Uses

There are currently no active aquaculture operations within the Spurwink River. The nearest
aquaculture lease or license to the proposal is located near Richmond Island in Cape Elizabeth,
more than 1.82 miles to the southeast (straight-line distance).6
(5)

Existing System Support

On May 22, 2018, a handheld digital video camera contained within an underwater housing was
used to document the epibenthic ecology of the surrounding area. MDMR staff walked and
kayaked, in a meandering pattern, most of the proposed lease and surrounding area. The bottom
comprises primarily sand, with varying abundances of shell hash (Image 12). Gravel, shell hash, and
exposed rock are more prevalent along the eastern boundary, between proposed corners 7 and 8
(Images 13 and 14). Soft-shell clams (Mya arenaria) and blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) compose
much of the observed shell hash.
The relative abundances of epibenthic macro flora and fauna observed throughout the video
transect are described below.
Species and Relative Abundances
Periwinkle (Littorina sp.) – common to abundant, particularly between corners 7 and 8
Sand Shrimp (Crangon septemspinosa) – common
Barnacles (Balanus sp.) – abundant on rocks along eastern shore
Blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) – common to abundant between corners 7 and 8
Green crab (Carcinus maenas) - occasional
Hermit crab (Pagurus sp.) - occasional
European oysters (Ostrea edulis) – common in tidepool to east of corner 1/8 boundary
Soft-shell clams (Mya arenaria) – observed in intertidal flats, abundance unknown
Hollow green weed (Enteromorpha sp.) – common on rocks
Sea lettuce (Ulva sp.) – common on rocks
Filamentous green algae (Chlorophyta) – common on rocks
Irish Moss (Chondrus crispus) – common to abundant, near corner 8
Variable tube weed (Devaleraea ramentacea) – common to abundant, near corner 8
Crustose algae – abundant on rocks along eastern shore
Knotted wrack (Ascophylum nodosum) – occasional, near corner 8
Rockweed (Fucus sp.) – occasional, near corner 8

6

https://www.maine.gov/dmr/aquaculture/leases/aquaculturemap.html - LPA License MODL217
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Image 12: Predominant sediment composition with proposed lease area (May 22, 2018).

Image 13: Screen capture of epibenthic habitat near corner 8 (May 22, 2018).
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Image 14: Screen capture of blue mussel shell near corner 8 (May 22, 2018).
Eelgrass (Zostera marina)
Historic records of eelgrass distribution and abundance, collected by the Maine Department of
Marine Resources between 2001 and 2010, do not indicate the presence of eelgrass in the
Spurwink River. No eelgrass was observed near the proposed lease during the Department’s
underwater site assessment on May 22, 2018.
Wildlife
During MDMR’s site review on May 22, 2018 Canada geese (Branta canadensis), gulls (Larus
sp.), peeps (Calidris sp.), sandpiper (Tringa sp.), sparrows (Ammodramus caudacutus?), and one
snowy egret (Egretta thula) were observed throughout the surrounding saltmarsh and along the
intertidal shoreline. Roughly four least terns (Sternula antillarum) and ten common terns (Sterna
hirundo) were actively foraging in the shallow subtidal water throughout the proposed lease area
(Image 15), particularly to the south of corners 3 and 7. They appeared to be diving for sand
shrimp (Crangon septemspinosa) that were commonly observed.
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Image 15: Common Tern on corner 1 marker buoy (May 22, 2018 at 11:32 am).
According to GIS (Geographic Information System) data maintained by MDIF&W and available
through the Maine Office of GIS, the proposed lease site is located within an area categorized as
“Essential Habitat” for least terns and piping plovers; species that are listed as endangered in the State
of Maine (Figure 3). Furthermore, the proposed lease is almost entirely within saltmarsh sparrow
(Ammodramus caudacutus) habitat; a species of special concern in the State of Maine. The
proposed lease and surrounding shallow subtidal and saltmarsh are also classified as Tidal Wading
Bird and Waterfowl Habitat (TWWH). TWWH is defined under Maine's Natural Resources
Protection Act (NRPA) as Significant Wildlife Habitat.
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Figure 3: Endangered, Threatened, and Species of Special Concern Habitat7, Essential
Habitat8, and Tidal Wading Bird and Waterfowl Habitat9 in and around the proposed lease.
On December 12, 2017, a “Request for Review and Comment” was sent to the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW).
MDIFW Wildlife Biologist Brad Zitske visited the proposed lease site with MDMR Scientist
Flora Drury on June 26, 2018. MDMR and MDIFW staff arrived on site at 4:15 pm and
observed the proposed lease site by walking along the western shoreline of the Spurwink River.
Low tide at Richmond Island was predicted to occur at 4:53 pm on June 26, 2018.
At the time of this report no official written comments had been received. Should MDIFW
decide to submit formal comments, they will become part of the administrative record on this
application.
(6)

Interference with Public Facilities

The saltmarsh to the west of the proposed lease is part of the Rachel Carson National Wildlife
Refuge (RCNWR), which is managed by the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (Figure 4). The
7

Data obtained from MDIWF maintained SDE Feature Class “GISVIEW.MEIFW.ETSC”
Data obtained from MDIWF maintained SDE Feature Class “GISVIEW.MEIFW.EhplvtrnPoly”
9
Data obtained from MDIWF maintained SDE Feature Class “GISVIEW.MEIFW.Twwh”
8
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National Wildlife Refuge was established to “protect valuable salt marshes and estuaries for
migratory birds”.
According to data available through the Maine Office of GIS, the municipality of Scarborough
maintains fee access to Harmons Island (Figure 4). The proposed lease will not interfere with the
use of this parcel. The proposed lease is not within 1,000 feet of any other beach, park, docking
facility, or conserved lands owned by federal, state, or municipal government. There is a handcarry boat launch, maintained by the RCNWR, located approximately 1 mile to the north of the
proposal, at the Rte. 77 bridge.

Figure 4: Conserved lands near the proposed lease10
(7)

Water Quality

The proposed lease is in MDMR Pollution Area 12, in an area currently classified as
“Conditionally Approved” for the harvest of shellfish. The area is seasonally closed for the
harvest of shellfish from May 1st to November 30th.
10

Data obtained from SDE Feature Class “GISVIEW.MECONSLANDS.Conserved_Lands”
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